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Security Matters

Mainframe Security Matters—Thinking
Outside the Box

B y  D i n e s h  D a t t a n i

SECURITY ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX. TRUE,
they are busy doing the daily administration work—after all, that’s
what they do for a living. But they have to think beyond their normal
duties to achieve what is implicitly expected of them—provide robust
and bullet-proof mainframe security.

And if security administrators suffer from tunnel vision, then
Management is partly to blame. Too often when Managers are
involved in cost-cutting, they turn their sights on security administra-
tors! These poor folks are already short-staffed, and over-worked.
Management’s reasoning—if the security administration is automated,
then more can be done with less staff. But for such Managers here is a
word of caution: security is not just granting and removing access, and
adding and deleting userids. And no, everything can not be automated.
There is more to it than meets the eye.

So let’s start thinking outside the box. Our to-do list is long, but I
suppose you have to start somewhere.

First and foremost, APF-authorized libraries come to mind. This
issue is so important that a whole article was devoted to it (see
Securing z/OS APF-Authorized Libraries, Technical Support, October
2005 issue). We shall not discuss this any further.

SYSTEM CATALOGS

Next, MVS System Catalogs (The Master Catalog and User
Catalogs) need to be protected. This is because they contain pointers
to all the data sets at the installation, much like the table of contents of
a manual. Needless to say, it is very important that we protect the
System Catalogs from getting corrupted.

How to find the catalog names? Well, you can run the RACF Data
Security MONitor (DSMON) report, using JCL shown in figure 1. You
will need the AUDITOR attribute in order to run this program.

Your report will look something like Figure 2.
Remember, there is going to be only one Master Catalog, but most

likely many User Catalogs.
Now that you know the names of all your System Catalogs, all you

need to do is make sure they are protected adequately. Use this as a
guide—The Master Catalog should have READ permission for

everyone, and UPDATE and higher permissions for only a select
few—usually, the system programmers.

The User Catalogs should have UPDATE permission for everyone,
and higher permissions only to the system programmers.

These steps will give you the desired level of protection for your
System Catalogs.

RACF DATABASES

Another important point to remember is that the RACF Databases
(primary and backup) themselves need to be protected. This is to pre-
vent anyone from “dumping” and reading them. No-one should know
how your security is protected via RACF profiles. You also need to
protect all the “unload” RACF flat-files you may be creating on a
nightly basis from the RACF databases.

To find the names of your RACF databases, you can issue the
TSO command,

RVARY LIST

Sample output is shown in Figure 3.
The protection for the RACF databases and RACF flat-files should

be: Started Tasks and Batch Userids may have UPDATE or higher

//DSMONX   JOB   (),’YOUR NAME’,MSGCLASS=X,TIME=10           
//DSMON    EXEC  PGM=ICHDSM00                            
//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=*                                  
//SYSUT1   DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB                 
//SYSUT2   DD    DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=DSMON.CATALOG.REPORT, 
//               UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,1)),               
//               DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=6118)      
//SYSIN    DD  *                                         

FUNCTION SYSCAT                           

Figure 1: Sample JCL

RACF DATA SECURITY MONITOR          
SELECTED DATA SETS REPORT

VOLUME       SELECTION
DATA SET NAME             SERIAL       CRITERION
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SYS1.MASTCAT              VOL001       MASTER CATALOG
SYS1.UCAT1                VOL002       USER CATALOG
UCAT.TSO.USERS            VOLTSO       USER CATALOG
- - - - - -               - - - -      - - - - - - -  
UCAT.PROD.DATASETS        VOLPRD       USER CATALOG

Figure 2: Report

Security Administrators should think
outside the box.
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permission to these data sets, but in general, no-one should have even
READ permission.

RACF EXITS

You need to know if you have any RACF exits in place at your
installation, and if so, what do they do? Run the RACF DSMON report
again, using JCL shown in figure 1. Replace the last line of the JCL
(FUNCTION SYSCAT) with,

FUNCTION RACEXT

A sample output is shown in Figure 4.
In the example above, there is one RACF exit active in the system,

and you will see that exit has a length of 9FB. Why is the length impor-
tant? Because if the length changes from the length in your last report,
you know right away that someone has modified the exit, and they bet-
ter have a valid reason for it!

RACF Exits play an extremely important role in defining your
mainframe security. Some, like the password exit, force the users to
select non-trivial passwords that conform to installation standards. To
re-iterate the point, think outside the box—passwords are not just
something you reset when someone phones that their userid is
revoked. Users should be forced, via an exit, to not enter common
words as passwords, to insert numbers in their passwords, to have a
minimum password length, etc. It is not enough just to tell them to
choose good passwords, and rely on good faith.

If you do not have the password exit in place you may want to discuss
this with Management and the system programmers to implement it.

However, be forewarned that the repercussions can go far and
wide, since the password exit will impact all mainframe users,
including some that use the mainframe only occasionally, and may
not like your idea of “making it more difficult to sign on to the
mainframe.” (To these users you can always quote “auditors” and
“security policy,” two reasons that I find can always get past the
resistors and loud voices!)

Other RACF exits can have a direct detrimental impact on the way
security works on your mainframe. The RACF pre-processing and
post-processing exits come to mind. These exits can override all the
controls you have put in place via the RACF profiles.

Sometimes a RACF exit meant to be on the system on a temporary
basis may still be in place! As an example, there was an installation
that had converted from ACF2 to RACF security software. ACF2
allows use of a powerful attribute called NON-CANCEL—this attrib-
ute is more powerful than its closest RACF counterpart, the OPERA-
TIONS attribute.

After conversion to RACF, the installation implemented, on a tem-
porary basis, a RACF exit that would provide the functionality of the
ACF2 NON-CANCEL attribute. This was meant to tide the installation
over any unexpected problems for users who had ACF2’s NON-CAN-
CEL attribute in the past. In other words, it was meant to be a short-
term solution. But the RACF exit remained in place, long after the
conversion. It was “discovered” to be active by sheer chance. No-one
noticed anything suspicious, because RACF exits are buried deep in
the bowels of the Operating System—and besides, no-one complained
about anything failing!

The bottom line: some users were getting access that they
should not have been getting in RACF. Had the security adminis-

trators taken the trouble to look for exits, they would have spotted
this omission.

SMF DATA SETS

System Management Facility (SMF) data sets contain SMF records,
which store information on all system activity, including security
activity. On the surface, this may not look like something to worry
about, but make sure you protect the SMF data sets, otherwise unau-
thorized persons can find out various pieces of security information at
your installation that they should not be privy to. For example, you
don’t want people to know who has RACF special powers, and who is
accessing which data set.

The SMF data sets that contain “live” records as they are generated
in the system often have names such as SYS1.MAN1, SYS1.MAN2,
etc. for historical reasons. These names are specified in your
SYS1.PARMLIB, in member name SMFPRMxx, where xx can be any
suffix chosen by the system programmers.

Since SMF records contain a comprehensive “activity history” of
everything that happened in the system, there is often a requirement to
store them for many years. So, the “live” records in SYS1.MAN* data
sets are subsequently “dumped” onto “flat-files,” usually GDG’s. You
may have GDG’s for daily, weekly, monthly and yearly SMF records.

Your job is to protect not only the live SMF data sets, but also all
flat-files containing SMF records. Usually, only the system pro-
grammers and some batch jobs need to have UPDATE or higher
access to SMF data sets. Some batch jobs may require READ access.
But in general no user should have any permission to SMF data, not
even READ.

SUMMARY

By now you may be beginning to appreciate “non-RACF” items
that can have a major impact on the way security works at your
installation. You may also be wondering, is this it? Or are there other
issues? Well, there are many other items, and we shall cover them in
a subsequent article.  
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RACF DATABASE STATUS:                                 
ACTIVE   USE    NUMBER   VOLUME     DATASET           
------   ---    ------   ------     -------
YES     PRIM      1     SYSVOL     SYS1.RACF.PRIMARY.DB 
YES     BACK      1     SYSRES     SYS1.RACF.BACKUP.DB  
RVARY COMMAND HAS FINISHED PROCESSING.

Figure 3: Sample output

RACF DATA SECURITY MONITOR                  
RACF EXITS REPORT

EXIT MODULE              MODULE
NAME                     LENGTH
-----------------------------------------------------------
ICHCNXO0                          9FB

Figure 4: Sample output


